


Want to add more excitement to your sex life?

Looking for a fun, clean way to connect 
with your partner?

Ready to explore and create intense new
sensations?

MEET SEX IN THE 
SHOWER...

As simple as LUBE + LATHER
+ LEVERAGE + LUST 



Stop smashing into cold, hard tiles

Keep feeling clean while you get dirtier than ever

Say goodbye to mood-killing slips out of positions

Get as wet as you want without drying out

Prevent embarrassing calls to your plumber

INTENSIFY YOUR
SHOWER SEX



Silicone Slapper Suction Handle Bar

Suction Hancuffs
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Silicone Heart Beads

Silicone Anal Beads Suction Foot RestVibrating Mesh Sponge Suction Handle Grip

Silicone Butt Plug Finger Massager
Kit

Intimate Shower
Vibrator

H2O Resistant
Vibrator



LUBE
“Help, I dry out from all the water during sex!”

Stay wet inside and out with the Sex In The Shower Gel 
Lubricant, designed to be thicker and last longer. Once 
applied, remoisturize by adding a small amount of water or 
more lube. 

Shower Gel Lubricant
SS96080

Lickable Warming Gel
SS96082



HOW ABOUT SOME ORAL PLAY?
Our fun oral gels add a new, silky, delicious twist 
to pleasuring each other. 



LATHER
“My partner always wants to 
experiment with backdoor 

play, but I don’t like the 
feeling of being dirty.”

No need to deprive yourself of incredible 
sensations. The shower is the perfect 
place to keep that clean feeling while 
you experiment with anal play!

Our Kissable Passion Bubbles get you 
squeaky clean after the fun’s over.



Vibrating Mesh 
Sponge

SS96006

Kissable Passion 
Bubbles
SS96083

Silicone Butt Plug
SS96036



LATHER
“I LOVE TO PLAY, BUT I HATE THE 

FEELING OF STICKY SHEETS.”

Silicone Anal Beads
SS96039 Silicone Heart Beads

SS96038

Kissable Passion Bubbles
SS96083



Nix the bed-hop in the 
shower instead!

Get the shower steamy and hop 
in. Connect with a massage as you 
“clean” each other with the Sex In 
The Shower Kissable Passion 
Bubbles and warm up with some 
Shower Gel Lubricant!



LEVERAGE
“Last time we had sex in the shower I broke the 
curtain rod and the shower head. My plumber 

loves me, but my partner? Not so much.”

Our handles, grips, and rests let you explore and 
hold new and exciting positions longer - without 
destroying your shower.

Relax more in your favorite position.



Suction Handle Grip
SS96001

Suction Foot Rest
SS96002

Suction Handle Bar
SS96003



LEVERAGE
STEAMY IDEA

Use the Sex In The Shower secure handles to 
try the rock climber position, where your 
partner faces the shower wall, holds the single 
shower hand grip, and raises their leg at a 
90-degree angle while their foot rests on the 
foot grip. From behind, grab your partner 
with one hand and use the dual hand grip for 
leverage so you can thrust confidently.

Designed for stability: does not support full body weight.





H2O Resistant Vibrator
SS96007

Intimate Shower Vibrator
SS96024

Silicone Slapper
SS96040

Finger Massager Kit
SS96025



LUST
“We already love having shower sex, 

but it’s getting boring.”

Switch up your routine

• Take turns using a water-resistant vibrator on 
each other for some fast-tracked foreplay.

• Take turns giving each other “love taps” 
with the Silicone Slapper to really heat things 
up. All the stimulation will release oxytocin 
and kick your brain into excitement mode.



LUST
GET KINKY
Use the Sex In The Shower 
Suction Handcuffs to bring 
some fun bondage play to 
new, exciting places.



Suction Handcuffs
SS96004



Learn more at

Sportsheets.com


